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the driving force in clean

Developed from Polaris’ nearly 40 years of experience as an 
industry leader in automatic pool cleaner design, the new Polaris® 

9300 Sport premium robotic pool cleaner combines innovative 
performance, unprecedented functionality and inspired design 
that make it a Polaris.  

the Vortex Vacuum technology allows the Polaris 9300 Sport to 
capture over 4 times the debris load of other cleaners. It keeps 
working where other robotic cleaners can’t.

the Polaris 9300 Sport Robotic comes equipped with a premium 
quality transport/storage caddy constructed of heavy gauge 
powder coated alloy.

Sport Dimensions 

caddy Dimensions 

Weight 

Filtration Method 

Easy clean Filter canister

cable connection

Power Supply

Maximum Pool Size

Surface cleaning ability 

transport and Storage

Pool types

Pool Shapes

Pool Surfaces

Warranty

Polaris 9300 Sport is Etl listed to applicable Ul Standards.

17”W x 8.5”H x 19”D 

20¾” x 20” x 34¾”

16 lbs. Without caddy 

Internal Filter canister 

Medium to Fine Debris

60 Ft. Double Insulated Floating cable

output: 28 Volt Dc / Input: 120V ~ 50-60Hz

20 ft x 50 ft

Pool bottom, Walls, Steps 

Powder coated alloy caddy (Included) 

In Ground Pools

all Shapes

all In Ground Pool Surfaces

2 Year limited Warranty*

*Refer to owner’s manual for details

9300 Sport Specifications

one touch,  
on Demand  

cleaning cycles convenient cord 
Storage
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efficiency and convenience

www.polarispool.com
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Polaris 9300 Competitive Cleaners
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Quick Release  
Filter canister 

Easy access, Simple  
Debris Removal

Simple Shake and Spray  
Filter canister cleaning

Deep-cleaning 
Scrubbing brush action 

Rear Water Propulsion System  
cleans tight corners

Vortex Vacuum technology  
captures More Debris With  
less Filter cleaning Required

oversized Suction Intake  
for larger Debris

all terrain  
aqua-trac Wheels

nearly 40 years ago, Polaris created a visionary class of pool cleaner that would become the benchmark against which all others 
would be measured. the Polaris 9300 Sport redefines the very essence of Polaris in this inspired reimagination of the icon. 

the 9300 Sport’s innovative aquadynamic design seamlessly integrates bold styling, advanced engineering and unmatched 
intelligence.  It boasts a large capacity filter canister that holds more debris, reducing the frequency and hassle of cleaning. no 
bags. no mess. the Vortex Vacuum technology enables unparalleled debris consumption through its revolutionary vacuum flow 
design, allowing it to pick up larger debris quickly and efficiently, while maintaining maximum suction throughout the cleaning 
cycle. and the powerful rear water propulsion system cleans up the mess in tight corners and step areas, making it a smarter, 
faster way to clean your pool than you ever dreamed possible. Imagine that. 
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a legacy of engineering excellence

UnRIValED PERFoRMancE

Faster navigation | Enhanced agility | Rapid  
cleaning action

UnDER tHE HooD

Easy access | Quick Release Filter canister |  
large capacity | Simple Debris Removal  

UnlEaSH tHE PoWER

Patented Vortex Vacuum technology | Extraordinary 
Suction | Vacuums larger Debris | less Filter cleaning 


